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Summary. A utopian novel by the famous economist Aleksander Chayanov, The Journey of My Brother Alexei to the Land of Peasant Utopia is based on the theurgic and humanistic ideas of the early 20th century. Eugenics is put to widespread use in the peasant utopia, including artificial selection and the so-called “therapy of failed lives”, and the state “prevents any waste of talent”. The Gospel parable of the talents receives a hyperbolic interpretation: to achieve full development of a person’s talents and abilities, the person is deprived of free will. The symbol of the Tower of Babel, introduced into the text by references to pictures similar to those of Pieter Bruegel the Elder, shows the inherent danger of the humanistic theories proclaiming the equality of man to a deity.
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A utopian novel by the famous economist Alexander Chayanov, The Journey of My Brother Alexei to the Land of Peasant Utopia was based on the theurgic and humanistic ideas circulating among writers and philosophers at the beginning of the 20th century.

Chayanov’s idea of a peasant utopia was closely related to the quest of the early 20th century writers and philosophers. It was similar to the “agrarian and patriarchal vision of

1 This article was prepared with kind support from the Russian Fund for Basic Research. Project No 16-04-50064 “A. V. Chayanov as a Writer. The Scientific Biography”.
the future”, and to the “Heaven on Earth” of the Russian peasant poets (Esenin, Klyuev, Klychkov). These writers and poets, “defenders of traditional national beauty, tried to recreate and instill into people’s memories the idea of a fictional peasant cosmos where God, nature, people, reapers, plowmen, and pastoralists lived in harmony with each other.”

According to Chertkov, Chayanov created “a modernized and more civilized” version of the Slavophile ideal of Russia. Some scholars believe that the work of Chayanov was influenced by the ideas of Eurasianism. O. A. Kaznina, who has researched the philosophical context of early 20th century Russian literature, noted that L. P. Karsavin’s article on “Foundations of Politics” envisions a utopian state very similar to the one found in the works of Chayanov.

Though very close to the ideas of neo-peasants, Slavophiles and Eurasianists, Chayanov’s utopia was at the same time far from being a positive social ideal. The new country carefully preserved traditional values, but also applied “manipulative practices aimed at ‘transforming’ human consciousness” and carried out “artificial selection of the most talented lives and encourage[d] special management of them.” According to C. Solivetti, “we encounter some very rigid social models in this Arcadia, not too different from those found in the 1921’s society.” By creating a work of popular science filled with ideas that were an alternative to those of the Bolsheviks, Chayanov conducted a literary experiment with the utopian model, showing its strengths and weaknesses.

In this utopia, the comprehensive development of a person became the top priority. All of the forces of the utopian society were directed at that. Particular attention was paid to the cultural development of the citizens. Not only did the inhabitants attend mobile exhibitions of old masters, but they valued the “Suzdal frescoes of the 12th century” so much that one could say they ruled their minds, as did the works of realists, with “Pieter Bruegel as their idol.” The protagonist, Alexei Kremnev, visited the relic halls of the Rumyantsev Museum, and saw what the people of the future guarded: “he was struck by Pushkin’s room, Ushakov’s album, sheets of poetry from old albums, portraits of relatives, a small house that used to belong to Naschokin, and hundreds of other witnesses of great lives.” The residents of this utopia held the old architectural styles in high esteem. Driving through the new Moscow, Kremnev saw “the outlines of familiar buildings, most of them being built in the 17th and 18th centuries.”
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The idea of theurgy, of an artist taking the place of God, starts to become visible in the conversation between Kremnev and Paraskeva Minina, a female citizen of the utopia. Talking about her preferences in painting—namely Bruegel the Elder, Van Gogh, Rybnikov, and Ladonov—she told him that “in art, she looked for the secret of all things, something either divine or diabolical, but beyond human abilities anyway.” While recognizing the highest value of the Creation, she also demanded that the artist be congenial with the Creator of the Universe, and appreciated the magical power of a picture, the spark of Prometheus, giving it a new essence . . .”12

The mention of Pieter Bruegel the Elder, a Dutch artist who often painted biblical subjects, is important for understanding the text. One of the paintings on the wall in the room where the protagonist, Alexei Kremnev, woke up, depicted people in “colored suits, ladies with umbrellas, cars,”13 the plot of which was something like an airplane’s departure, in its composition with an elevated skyline, use of expensive, even precious paints, it resembled a classic thing of Pieter Bruegel the Elder.” We encounter Bruegel’s works more than once in the pages of Peasant Utopia.

Chayanov probably wanted to remind his reader about Bruegel’s The Tower of Babel (1563) and The “Little” Tower of Babel (1564). The image of the Tower of Babel serves as a symbol of pride for the people who have created perfect living conditions: a city that looks more like a park, with convenient transportation, including air, but where the humanistic principles of life and everyone’s right to realize their talents to the best of their desires and perceptions were forgotten.

The inhabitants of the utopia conducted “therapy of failed lives”, so as not to waste a single spark of talent. The Gospel parable of talents receives a hyperbolic, grotesque interpretation there. People of the future created the world around them and nature itself with their own hands; having learned its laws, they controlled the weather and even the magnetic fields of the Earth. They also encroach upon the rights of the Creator, trying to improve human nature itself.

The echo of Zamyatin’s We could be heard in the idea of artificial selection: “The main idea, which facilitated the solution of the problem, was the idea of artificial selection and special management of talented lives.”14 The problems of human diseases, malformations, pathologies are taken into account and solved: “Now we know the morphology and dynamics of human life, we know how to develop all the forces inherent to a person. . . . now no talent can be lost, no human opportunity floats down the waters of forgetfulness. . .15 An oligarchy of the so-called “augurs of spirit” was formed, and they created a new world, usurping the rights of God by doing so.

O. A. Pavlova noted in her research on the origins and features of the early 20th century utopia: “Manipulative practices based on the idea of ‘transformation’ of human consciousness in a certain direction were a constant property of all utopian projects conceived in Russia in the 1900s and 1920s. . . . Chayanov was the first to point out the
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manipulative aspect of all those plans to build Heaven on Earth, having depicted the sophisticated tyranny of ‘augurs’ and ‘people of art’ in his Journey.”

The national anthem of the utopia is Alexander Scriabin’s Prometeus. It is performed together with Sergei Rachmaninov’s Divine Liturgy on the bells of the Kremlin “in cooperation (sic!) with the bells of other Moscow churches.” As a symbol of theurgy and theomachy, the theme of Prometheus was also interpreted in the eponymous writings of V. Bryusov and V. Ivanov. As E. V. Smirnova wrote, for Scriabin, Prometheus was, first of all, a symbol of “creative principle”, the “active energy of the universe”; it meant “fire, light, life, struggle, effort, thought”, and the idea of “Ordo Ab Chao”, world order rising out of chaos. Chayanov’s peasant utopia was most likely an opportunity to combine the ideas of Prometheism and theurgy, and to show how dangerous this interaction is.

Deeply involved in Russian cultural life at the beginning of the 20th century, Chayanov could probably sense the theurgical aspirations of artists to create a new world and change human nature. Perhaps Chayanov saw the audacious poetry of Vladimir Mayakovsky (“Hey, you! In heaven! Take your hats off!”) and the radical changes in the life of the USSR itself as the creation of a new Babylon, an unholy place that had forgotten God. It is not by chance that this is when Vladimir Tatlin created his project for the Monument to the Third International, a “monument of iron, glass, and revolution”, as Viktor Shklovsky put it, and architect Boris Iofan was working on his project for the enormous Palace of the Soviets.

In The Journey of My Brother Alexei to the Country of a Peasant Utopia, Chayanov proposed his own, scientifically sound program for the development of the country, but showed that, having become content with his work, a man could idolize himself, usurp the place of God, and thus become a colossus with feet of clay, doomed to destruction like the Tower of Babel.
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